Review – The Bishop’s Wife

Good – 26







OK – 3

I enjoyed the film last night. It was a feel good Christmas film leaving me feeling that I
want to go back to those times.
Very entertaining if a bit crackly in places.
I thoroughly enjoyed the film- funny as well at cheering.
Just the right film for Christmas. Very enjoyable.
A warm and gently amusing classic for Christmas! Thank you for the tasty
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Very dated. Thin plot.
Mawkish and sentimental at
times. Some mild humour.
Cary Grant played Cary
Grant as usual. Set in New
York but no black faces, not


















refreshments beforehand.
It showed that you do not need to be religious to show compassion and love towards
one’s fellow human beings. We could do with some more Dudleys in this world!
Really enjoyed the film and thought it was the perfect choice for Christmas.
Good but dated – the spirit of Christmas!
Yes it was a feelgood film, dated, American, a bit cheesy but hey everyone came out
smiling. These old black and whites are a popular choice, thank you cinema club!!
Christmas cheer in Crofters was jolly too! Thank you.
Really enjoyed the film. Surprised that it is not a Christmas standard. Can Dudley visit
us please?
Good- great seasonal offering, just what was needed. Lots of happy faces at the end.
Good- great seasonal offering, just what was needed. Lots of happy faces at the end.
A very enjoyable pre-Christmas fantasy. Quite imaginative and a product from a less
cynical age. We really enjoyed it.
Made a pleasant evening even better, thank you.
I enjoyed the film and thought it was ‘good’. In keeping with the Christmas spirit (no
pun intended).
An old feel good film. Unlike real life...
It was good to see this again. It has worn quite well, despite the now unfashionable
level of sentimentality. I think there was something wrong with the screening ratio as
everyone was short and wide. Fascinating to see Cary Grant and David Niven acting
together. Perfect, feel-good, everything-comes-out-right film as antidote for our
current times! Thank you.
I thought the Bishops wife was good.
Schmaltzy, dated, unbelievable plot line, you name it - it was a cliché of a 1940s
movie - and I loved it!!! Just what the doctor ordered for a pre Christmas feel good
movie. Well done to have chosen it. An interesting point - I have a heavy cold which
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even a comedy black maid.
A grudging ok.
Interesting to consider what
motivates random acts of
kindness and also fund
raising.
But full (humanist) marks for
"value human nature - and
swap the cathedral for the
needy" - and in 1947.






means my hearing - never the best - is well out of order - and I could hear every
word. Why can't I hear the dialogue on modern movies?
Took a little while to get used to the slow pace of the film, but once attuned, it was a
very rewarding watch. Drily humourous, well-performed and hit just the right note for
Christmas.
Very enjoyable. A beginning, a middle and an end, and, as we were promised, a nice
warm feeling!
I enjoyed Cary Grant as the angel, and it was a feel good film.
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